Disclaimer

The American Health Information Management Association makes no representation or guarantee with respect to the contents herein and specifically disclaims any implied guarantee of suitability for any specific purpose. AHIMA has no liability or responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss or damage caused by the use of this audio seminar, including but not limited to any loss of revenue, interruption of service, loss of business, or indirect damages resulting from the use of this program. AHIMA makes no guarantee that the use of this program will prevent differences of opinion or disputes with Medicare or other third party payers as to the amount that will be paid to providers of service.

CPT® five digit codes, nomenclature, and other data are copyright 2007 American Medical Association. All Rights Reserved. No fee schedules, basic units, relative values or related listings are included in CPT. The AMA assumes no liability for the data contained herein.

As a provider of continuing education, the American Health Information Management Association (AHIMA) must assure balance, independence, objectivity and scientific rigor in all of its endeavors. AHIMA is solely responsible for control of program objectives and content and the selection of presenters. All speakers and planning committee members are expected to disclose to the audience: (1) any significant financial interest or other relationships with the manufacturer(s) or provider(s) of any commercial product(s) or service(s) discussed in an educational presentation; (2) any significant financial interest or other relationship with any companies providing commercial support for the activity; and (3) if the presentation will include discussion of investigational or unlabeled uses of a product. The intent of this requirement is not to prevent a speaker with commercial affiliations from presenting, but rather to provide the participants with information from which they may make their own judgments.

The faculty has reported no vested interests or disclosures regarding this presentation.
Lori Purcell, RHIA, CCS

As Director of Coding and Reimbursement for QHR, Ms. Purcell assists health care organizations with improving and monitoring the quality of coding and documentation to secure appropriate reimbursement. Ms. Purcell has extensive experience in ICD-9-CM and CPT-4 coding for hospitals. Ms. Purcell’s passion lies in knowledge transfer. She develops and presents seminars based on needs identified through her consulting work. She has leveraged her 27+ years of coding specific experience to develop training materials and services assisting hospitals to improve the accuracy of coding and documentation. She conducts workshops to ensure hospitals are up-to-date on the ever-changing healthcare environment. Ms. Purcell led the development of QHR’s Coding Community website, allowing hospitals to continue building their knowledge base.
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The initial service is the code that best describes the key or primary reason for the encounter

- 96413 Chemotherapy infusion
- 96409 Chemotherapy IV push
- 90765 Infusion
- 90774 IV push
- 90760 Hydration

Sometimes it’s OK to have more than one initial or primary service code

Separate site

Separate encounter
Practice Makes Perfect

A patient presents with complaints of abdominal pain. An IV is started at KVO as a precautionary measure. Diagnostics are completed and the physician orders an IV antibiotic to be infused over 30 minutes.

The primary service is:

A. Chemotherapy
B. Infusion
C. Injection
D. Hydration

Practice #2

The same patient presents with abdominal pain. The patient is clinically dehydrated and hydration is given at 200 cc/hr. After the hydration, an IV infusion of antibiotics is given.

The primary service is:

A. Chemotherapy
B. Infusion
C. Injection
D. Hydration
Practice #3

A patient presents with low blood pressure and tachycardia. Two IVs are started. A two liter bolus is given with minimal improvement. A dopamine drip is started in one line and the bolus continued in the other.

The primary service is:

A. Chemotherapy
B. Infusion
C. Injection
D. Hydration

Once the primary service has been established, second or subsequent services are coded separately

- 96417 Chemotherapy infusion
- 96411 Chemotherapy IV push
- 90767 Infusion
- 90775 IV push new drug
- 90776 IV push same drug
- 90761 Hydration
There are different codes for IV push of the same substance and a new substance

IV push of Demerol at 10:00
+ IV push of Demerol at 10:45
  = 90774 and 90776

IV push of Demerol at 10:00
+ IV push of Reglan at 10:05
  = 90774 and 90775

IV injections require the healthcare professional to be continuously present to administer the injection
A concurrent infusion occurs when multiple infusions are provided simultaneously through the same intravenous line.

90768 Concurrent infusion (List separately in addition to code for primary procedure)

90765 for the first antibiotic

90768 for the concurrent infusion of antibiotic

90775 for the sequential IV push drug
Hydration Services must be therapeutic

90760  Intravenous infusion, hydration; initial, 31 minutes to 1 hour

90761  Intravenous infusion, hydration; each additional hour (List separately in addition to code for primary procedure)
   (Report 90761 for hydration infusion intervals of greater than 30 minutes beyond 1 hour increments)
   (Report 90761 to identify hydration if provided as a secondary or subsequent service after a different initial service [90760, 90765, 90774, 96409, 96413] is administered through the same IV access)
   (Do not report intravenous infusion for hydration of 30 minutes or less)

There is a HCPCS code for infusion services

- C8957 Prolonged IV infusion, requiring pump
To code correctly, you must have documentation of the time for infusion and hydration services

First hour infusion = 16 minutes or more

First hour hydration = 31 minutes or more

Second hour = first 60 minutes plus additional 31 minutes or more

Drug administration services that are integral to a procedure are not reported separately
**Hospitals may report infusions that are started outside the hospital**

Some services included in drug administration codes are not reported separately with CPT codes

- Use of local anesthesia
- IV start
- Access to indwelling IV, subcutaneous catheter or port
- Flush at conclusion of infusion
- Standard tubing, syringes and supplies
90772 Subcu or intramuscular injection is considered a component of infusion codes and will require modifier 59

Codes 90760, 90765, 96401, 96402, 96409, 96413
+ 90772 = Modifier 59

Here are some additional services you may want to include:

- 90471 Single vaccine administration
- 90472 Each additional vaccine
- G0008 Influenza
- G0009 Pneumococcal
- G0010 hepatitis B (CAH only)
- 92977 Coronary thrombolysis by intravenous infusion
- 36000 IV Start (do not use with any IV drug administration service)
- 36430 Blood administration (per encounter)
Do not report an E/M visit code if the reason for the visit was to administer drugs.

Do not report 96523 if an injection or infusion is provided on the same day.

96523 Irrigation of implanted venous access device for drug delivery systems.
Chemotherapy codes follow most of the same coding guidelines as drug administration codes.

Report drug administration given sequentially with chemotherapy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemotherapy infusion</th>
<th>Non-chemotherapy injections</th>
<th>Hydration for one hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>96413</td>
<td>+ 90775 + 90775</td>
<td>+ 90761</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chemotherapy services include non-radionuclide anti-neoplastic drugs, anti-neoplastic agents for treatment of noncancer diagnoses and substances such as certain monoclonal antibody agents and other biologic response modifiers.

### SECTION I - PRIMARY SERVICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start and stop times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only **ONE** of the following primary services may be billed per encounter, unless the patient has two separate IV sites. The primary charge is selected based on the service which best describes the reason for the visit. Once one of the following is selected, any additional services should be billed using the charges listed in Section II or Section III below.

#### IV Drug Infusion - 90765 (**INFUSION** of IV Meds given over 16 minutes or more, i.e. piggyback, mini-infusor, etc). **YOU MUST DOCUMENT START AND STOP TIMES WITH THIS SERVICE.**

| 3780 |

#### IV Push Med - 90774 (Med is given IV Push **OR** the infusion of the Med is 15 minutes or less in duration)

| 3781 |

#### IV Hydration Therapy - 90760 (Prepackaged IV fluids and electrolytes with no other drugs or substances added. Use this charge when the primary reason for the visit is hydration and fluids are infused for more than 30 minutes.) **YOU MUST DOCUMENT START AND STOP TIMES & RATES OF INFUSION WITH THIS SERVICE. DO NOT use this charge for KVO or TKO rates of infusion or for Heparin or Saline Locks.**

| 3782 |

### Nursing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IV #1</th>
<th>IV #2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3780</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3781</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3782</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### SECTION II - ADDITIONAL HOURS OF INFUSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Description</th>
<th>CPT Code</th>
<th># of Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IV Drug Infusion, each additional hour - 90766 - Select for each additional hour but only after more than 30 minutes has elapsed of each additional hour after the initial hour. (Bill in conjunction with 90765 or 90767). YOU MUST DOCUMENT START AND STOP TIMES WITH THIS SERVICE.</td>
<td>90766</td>
<td>3780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Hydration Therapy, each additional hour - 90761 - Select for each additional hour of IV fluid infusion after more than 30 minutes has elapsed of each additional hour after the initial hour. (Bill in conjunction with 90760). YOU MUST DOCUMENT START AND STOP TIMES &amp; RATES OF INFUSION WITH THIS SERVICE.</td>
<td>90761</td>
<td>3781</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SECTION III - ADDITIONAL CHARGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Description</th>
<th>CPT Code</th>
<th># of Charges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IV Push, each additional sequential IV push of a NEW substance/drug - 90775. Select this charge for each new drug that is given via an IV push method, i.e., when 90774 is selected as the primary service OR when a drug is administered via IV push and the primary service was an IV Drug Infusion (90765). DO NOT use this charge to bill additional IV pushes of the same drug as these would not be separately billable.</td>
<td>90775</td>
<td>3785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Push, each additional sequential IV push of the SAME drug - 90776. Do not report 90776 for a push performed within 30 minutes of a reported push of the same substance or drug.</td>
<td>90776</td>
<td>3786</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**SECTION III - ADDITIONAL CHARGES**

**Nursing**

- **IV Drug Infusion, concurrent infusion - 90768.** (List in addition to the code for the primary service in Section I). Select this charge when multiple infusions are provided at the same time in one site. This charge may only be billed once per encounter.

- **IM / SC Injection - each injection - 90772.** Bill for each IM / SC Injection EXCEPT Vaccine Administration.

- **IV Hydration as a subsequent service - 90761.** Report 90761 to identify hydration if provided as a secondary or subsequent service after a different initial service in Section I (90765, 90774) is provided. More than 30 minutes must be provided in order to use 90761 for the first hour of hydration as a secondary service. Use this charge for any additional hours (more than 30 minutes of each subsequent hour has elapsed since the initial hydration hour). **YOU MUST DOCUMENT START AND STOP TIMES & RATES OF INFUSION WITH THIS SERVICE. DO NOT use this charge for KVO, TKO rates or for Heparin or Saline Locks.**

**Notes/Comments/Questions**

- Concurrent infusions
- IM/SC injections
- Drug, dose, route and start and stop times
- Chemotherapy start and stop times
**Coding Vignette #1**

A patient arrives with gastroenteritis, nausea and vomiting. IV hydration is begun at 100 mls/ hr at 1300 hours. Patient receives one IV push med and IV is continued until patient is discharged at 1435.

*1 90774, 90760
*2 90774, 90761
*3 90774, 90761 x 2
*4 90775, 90761 x 2

**Coding Vignette #2**

A patient receives one antibiotic infusion for 45 minutes. A different antibiotic is infused for 20 minutes.

*1 90765, 90767
*2 90765, 90766
*3 90765
*4 90765 x 2
**Coding Vignette #3**

A critical patient is seen in the ER. An IV bolus is given wide open and continued throughout the patients two hour ER encounter. CPR is begun and 2 IV push injections of Epinephrine are given 5 minutes apart during CPR. The patient is given IV push injection for sedation prior to emergency endotracheal intubation.

*1 90774, 90775, 90761 x 2
*2 90774, 90775 x 2, 90761 x 2
*3 90774, 90775, 90760, 90761
*4 90760, 90761

---
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AHIMA's Coding Assessment and Training Solutions Online Program
Injections and Infusions using CPT® Codes
http://campus.ahima.org/campus/course_info/CATS/CATS_newtraining.html
Audio Seminar Discussion

Following today’s live seminar
Available to AHIMA members at
www.AHIMA.org
Click on Communities of Practice (CoP) - icon on top right
or sign on to MyAHIMA
AHIMA Member ID number and password required - for members only

Join the Coding Community from your Personal Page
then under Community Discussions Audio Seminar Forum
you will be able to:
• Discuss seminar topics
• Network with other AHIMA members
• Enhance your learning experience

AHIMA Audio Seminars/ Webinars

Visit our Web site
http://campus.AHIMA.org
for information on the seminar schedule.
While online, you can also register
for seminars or order CDs and
pre-recorded Webcasts of
past seminars.
Upcoming Seminars/Webinars

- **EHR Coding Practices**
  
  **Faculty:**
  Shelley C. Safian, MAOM/ HSM, CCS-P, CPC-H, CHA
  February 7, 2008

- **Effective Coding Under MS-DRGs**
  
  **Faculty:**
  James S. Kennedy, MD, CCS, and Sharalyn Milliken, RN, J D, CPC-H
  February 14, 2008

Thank you for joining us today!

Remember – sign on to the AHIMA Audio Seminars Web site to complete your evaluation form and receive your CE Certificate online at:

http:// campus.ahima.org/ audio/ 2008seminars.html

Each person seeking CE credit must complete the sign-in form and evaluation in order to view and print their CE certificate.

Certificates will be awarded for AHIMA and ANCC Continuing Education Credit.
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To receive your 

CE Certificate

Please go to the Web site

http://campus.ahima.org/audio/2008seminars.html

click on

“Complete Online Evaluation”

You will be automatically linked to the
CE certificate for this seminar after completing
the evaluation.

Each participant expecting to receive continuing education credit must complete
the online evaluation and sign-in information after the seminar, in order to view
and print the CE certificate.